FLOOR DOOR STOP
FOR USE ON FLOOR TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO WALL OR DOOR.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
TOOLS REQUIRED: Drill, 3/16" drill bit, adjustable wrench and pencil.
1. Locate stop in desired position on floor so door knob doesn't come in contact with wall.
2. Position, mark and drill.
3. Cover stop with cloth to protect finish. Screw stop securely to floor with adjustable wrench.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
H.B. Ives Solid Brass products have a clear, protective lacquer coating which helps prevent discoloration. Do not use abrasive waxes or cleaners.

ASK FOR OTHER FINE DECORATIVE HARDWARE BY H.B. IVES

WINDOW LOCKS  DOOR STOPS  COAT & HAT HOOKS  DOOR BOLTS

FLOOR DOOR STOP C430 MB3 BRT
MADE IN U.S.A.